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Abstract. With the improvement of Network-on-chip integration, low-power mapping
gradually becomes a hot research. In this paper, due to frog leaping algorithm searching
with slow speed in the late of iteration and easily falling into local extremum, we propose a new frog leaping algorithm. Simulated annealing and immunization algorithm are
introduced into frog leaping algorithm. Then we apply the new method into low-power
Network-on-chip mapping. Finally, the experimental results show that proposed algorithm can further reduce the power consumption of communication.
Keywords: Network-on-chip, low-power mapping, frog leaping algorithm, simulated
annealing, immunization algorithm

1. Introduction. Network-on-Chip (NoC) [1] is an important development direction of
System-on-Chip [2] (SoC). NoC transmits computer network technology into chip design.
It solves the bottleneck problem in SoC from system architecture, which provides a new
paradigm for complex SoC design. However, because the size of NoC circuit is very huge
based on nanometer technology processing. So in system design constraints, how to reduce
the power consumption of the system communication by mapping has become a research
focus in the NoC design.
Chen [3] improved XBFT structure in power consumption by analyzing the topology
routing hops to roughly determine the power consumption of routing topology. Zang
[4] presented a novel shuffled frog-leaping algorithm with the adaptive chaos tactic and
strategy of multi-neighborhood annealing used for solving the NoC mapping problem. Li
[5] proposed an optimization scheme based on improved ant colony algorithm. Firstly,
the parameters were for initialization operation. Secondly, tabu list was used to solve
them, and the solutions were for local optimization of optimal solutions by using 2-opt
algorithm. Collotta [6] presented a novel radio access control mechanism (RACM). The
communication technologies based on the NoC concept had emerged with the aim of
improving the scalability limitations of conventional NoC-based architectures. Among
them, wireless NoCs (WiNoCs) used the radio medium for reducing the performance and
energy penalties of long-range and multi-hop communications.
Frog leaping algorithm (FLA ) was a kind of heuristic optimization algorithm based
on group intelligent, which was proposed by Muzaffar[7]. FLA has some advantages with
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simple concept, less adjustment parameters, fast calculation speed, strong global optimization ability [8] etc,. At present, FLA has been applied into water resource distribution
[9], traveling salesman problem [10], image processing [11] and workshop process arrangement. However, FLA’s applications on NoC are little. So we use adjustment sequence
idea to apply FLA into NoC low-power mapping, meanwhile, we improve the FLA by
introducing simulated annealing and immunization algorithm. The experimental results
show that, compared to the traditional FLA algorithm and simulated annealing FLA algorithm, new FLA algorithm has better search ability, which can further reduce the power
consumption of communication. This paper is organized as follows. Section2 introduces
the NoC mapping. We detailed explain the new FLA and apply it into network-on-chip
mapping in section3. There is a conclusion in section4.
2. Overview of Network-on-chip mapping. In NoC mapping, objective function is
the judgment index for mapping result [12-13]. Process of mapping is that it looks for
a corresponding relationship between resource nodes and IP core. With this mapping
relationship, the objective function can get the optimal value. In order to better describe
the NoC mapping problem, the following two definitions are presented.
Definition 1. Using a characteristic pattern ARCG (R, P ) as directed acyclic weighted
graph. Each vertex vi ∈ V denotes an IP core, arc ei,j ∈ E denotes the communication
relationship between vi and vj . wi,j is weight of ei,j that expresses the communication
traffic between vi and vj .
Definition 2. ARCG (R, P ) is as a directed graph. Each vertex ri ∈ R is a resource
node in NoC. Directed pi,j ∈ P is the path from ri to rj . e(ri , rj ) is weight of pi,j that
expresses the consumed energy transmitting one data from ri to rj .
Under the given characteristic pattern GC and structure characteristic pattern GR
condition, |GC | ≤ |GR |, NoC low-power mapping problem is to find a mapping function
meeting:

X

wi,j e(φ(ci ), φ(cj ))
min



∀ci ,cj ∈C
(1)
∀ci ∈ C, φ(ci ) ∈ R




∀cj ∈ C, φ(cj ) ∈ R
The following is the explanation for power model. Unit bits data transmission between
adjacent node resources consumes energy Ebit :
Ebit = ESbit + EBbit + EWbit + ELbit .

(2)

Where ESbit , EBbit and EWbit are consumed energy in exchange structure, buffering and
internal wiring respectively. ELbit is consumed energy in physical link. Under the existing
technological level, size of resource nodes in the NoC has reached nanometer level, energy
consumption in exchange structure, buffering and internal wiring is far less than that in
the physical link.
EBbit + EWbit ≺ ELbit .

(3)

So formula (3) can be written as:
Ebit = ESbit + ELbit .

(4)

Therefore, energy consumption of unit bits data transforming from ti to tj is:
t ,t

Ebiti j = (hti ,tj + 1)ESbit + hti ,tj ELbit .

(5)
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Where hti ,tj is switch from resource node ti to tj denoted by Manhattan distance.
Assuming that NoC 2D Mesh is in a x-y coordinate axis, so hti ,tj = |Xti − Xtj | + |Yti − Ytj |.
Size of NoC 2D Mesh is N · N . Total energy consumption of information interaction in
NoC is:
N X
N
X
t ,t
EN oC =
Wti ,tj · Ebiti j .
(6)
i=1 j=1

Where Wti ,tj is communication traffic from resource node ti to tj . We can see that when
the power consumption model is simplified, the direct optimization way for reducing the
energy loss is to reduce the sum of the Manhattan distance. More specifical, it reduces the
Manhattan distance with bigger communication weight between mapping resource nodes.
After computing and comparing the power consumption under each mapping result, we
can find the minimum energy consumption as formula (7),
minEN oC =

N X
N
X

t ,t

Wti ,tj · Ebiti j .

(7)

i=1 j=1

3. Low-power Mapping based on new Frog leaping algorithm.
3.1. Basic frog leaping algorithm. In a d-dimension target space, it randomly generates D frogs to constitute group S = X1 , · · · , XD . Position of i − th fog denotes the
solution Xi = (xi1 , · · · , xid ). Then it calculates the fitness of each frog f (Xi ). It sorts the
frogs from the best to the worst according to fitness value. These frogs will be divided
into N groups Y 1 , · · · , Y N based on classifying criteria. Each group contains M frogs.
And D = N × M . Frog ranking first is allocated into first group. Frog ranking second is
allocated into second group. Until frog ranking N is allocated into N − th group. And
frog ranking N + 1 is allocated into first group and so on. Then all the frogs will be
allocated. So Y j = Xj+N (l−1) ∈ S, 1 ≤ l ≤ M , 1 ≤ j ≤ N .
It starts to local search in each frog subgroup. Namely, in each current iteration, it
needs to determine the optimal individual position Xb , the worst individual position Xw
and global optimal individual position Xg . Then it only updates the Xw . Update strategy
is the frog leaping length formula:
Ωi = rand() · (Xb − Xw ), −Ωmax ≤ Ωi ≤ Ωmax .

(8)

Frog individual position updating formula is:
Xw0 = Xw + Ωi .

(9)

Where rand() is the random number uniform distributing in [0,1]. Ωmax is the biggest
frog leaping length. Executing (8) and (9), if the fitness of Xw0 is superior to that in
Xw , then Xw0 replaces Xw . Otherwise, update strategy becomes the frog leaping length
updating formula:
Ωi = rand() · (Xg − Xw ), −Ωmax ≤ Ωi ≤ Ωmax .

(10)

Frog individual position updating formula:
Xw0 = Xw + Ωi .

(11)

Executing (10) and (11), if the fitness of Xw0 is superior to that in Xw , then Xw0 replaces
Xw . Otherwise, it randomly generates a new individual position to replace the original
Xw .
Xw0 = rand() · (Omax − Omin ).
(12)
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Where Omax and Omin denote the maximum and minimum search range respectively.
Repeat the update operation until meet predetermined local iteration number in subgroups. When all local searches are finished, it exchanges global information and remixtures, sorts frogs. Then it repeats the above local search until satisfying the iteration
stopping condition.
3.2. New frog leaping algorithm. We introduce immunization algorithm into the
global information exchange stage of frog leaping algorithm. First, we select global optimal individual Xg as vaccine. Second, we randomly select dimension position information
needed to inoculation to conduct vaccination according to inoculation probability for every frog. Finally, it accepts offspring produced by vaccination according to annealing
mechanism. Namely, it makes immune selection for every frog according to annealing
probability. Then the immunization operation is finished. This operation improves the
quality of the candidate solution obviously, and as the annealing temperature drop, probability of accepting inferior solution gradually decreases too, which improves the efficiency
and precision of the optimization calculation, enhances the global optimization ability.
Meanwhile, we introduce Gaussian mutation and chaos perturbation operation in local
search stage. We make a comparison to individual fitness of current group with average
fitness of current subgroup. When the individual fitness value is optimal, it will execute
Gauss mutation. Then we use annealing probability to accept mutated individuals. Gauss
mutation formula is:
m(x) = x · (1 + N (0, 1)).
(13)
Where x is the current individual. N (0, 1) denotes normal distribution random number
with expected value 0 and standard?deviation 1. m(x) is the mutated individual. Otherwise, it makes chaos perturbation for current individual, it uses annealing probability to
accept mutated individuals too. This operation improves population diversity in the late
of algorithm. It jumps out of local optimal solution and accelerates convergence speed.
Finally, it can obtain the global optimal value. We adopt Tent chaotic mapping [14], its
disturbance operation processes are as follows:
1. Randomly generate a d-dimension chaotic variable X = (X1 , X2 , · · · , Xl , · · · , Xd ),
where Xl ∈ [0, 1] and l = (1, 2, · · · , d).
2. Conduct Tent chaotic mapping for x, namely:

2Xl ,0 ≤ Xl ≤ 0.5
0
Xl =
(14)
2(1 − Xl ),0.5 ≤ Xl ≤ 1
3. Map Xl0 into original optimal space.
newXl = minl + (maxl − minl ) · Xl0 .

(15)

Where [minl , maxl ] is the domain i − th dimension variable. So the new chaos
perturbation is newX = (newX1 , newX2 , · · · , newXl , · · · , newXd ).
4. For the current individual Y (its fitness is less than current average fitness), the new
individual after chaos perturbation is:
newY = (newY + Y )/2.

(16)

5. According to the annealing probability min1, e−∆f /Tk > rand() to accept the individual after the chaos disturbance. Where ∆f = f (newY ) − f (Y ), f is fitness
function. Tk is annealing temperature
So we construct a new frog leaping algorithm based on simulated annealing and immunization algorithm (abbreviated as SAIFLA). Its detailed iteration processes are as
follows:
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1. Random initializing frog population and initial chaos mapping variable value and
setting parameters in SAIFLA.
2. Calculating fitness value of each frog.
3. Making immunization operation for each frog. 1): finding current global optimal
individual Xg as vaccine; 2): randomly selecting dimension position information
needed to inoculation to conduct vaccination according to inoculation probability
pm for every frog, these dimension position information will be replaced by corresponding dimension position information in vaccine, then finishing immunization; 3):
if min1, e−∆f /Tk > rand(), then individual with immunization will replace individual
without immunization. Otherwise keeping original individual.
4. It sorts the frogs from the best to the worst according to fitness value and divides
them into n subgroups.
5. For each subgroup, repeat conducting the following steps. 1): update the optimal
individual position Xb of current subgroup, global optimal individual position Xg
according to the fitness, and determine the worst individual position Xw of current
subgroup; 2): update Xw according to formula (8-12) and then compute current
average fitness f 0 ; 3): all the individuals whose fitness is superior to f 0 will receive
Gaussian mutation based on (13), if min1, e−∆f /Tk > rand(), then individual with
Gaussian mutation will replace individual without Gaussian mutation. Otherwise
keep original individual; 4): all the individuals whose fitness is worse than f 0 will
receive chaos perturbation based on (14-16), if min1, e−∆f /Tk > rand(), then individual with chaos perturbation will replace individual without chaos perturbation.
Otherwise keep original individual.
In NoC mapping problem, position vector of each frog denotes one feasible solution for
NoC mapping, namely it corresponds a detailed NoC mapping scheme. Assuming frog
individual U = (U 1 , U 2 , · · · , U d ), then it can get corresponding NoC mapping scheme
according to coding rule. For example, one NoC system has nine IP cores, frog individual
(1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 8, 2, 5, 6) denotes that it maps IP cores (1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 8, 2, 5) into corresponding
node (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) respectively.
4. Experiments and results analysis. In this section, we select eight randomly task
graphs and use frog leaping algorithm (FLA), simulated annealing frog leaping algorithm
(SAFLA), a new method based on bat algorithm (BAT)[15] and our simulated annealing
immunization frog leaping algorithm (SAIFLA) to make experiment. The experiment is
conducted under MATLAB platform with XP system, Intel Q9500 2.82GHz CPU and
4GB memory. SAFLA only makes simulated annealing optimization for better individual. Parameter initial population number P = 10d, frogs population number F = 10,
initial temperature Ts = 100◦ C, cooling temperature T = 0.01◦ C. We use FLA, SAFLA,
BAT and SAIFLA to solve every communication task graph. With the different IP cores,
we use the optimization results of SAFLA as standard to make normalization process.
Figure1 is the performance comparison with the four methods. The optimization result
with SAIFLA is obviously better than FLA, SAFLA and BAT, which reduces by 35.1%,
17.1% and 8.9% respectively. Since SAIFLA has optimal initial population, what’s more,
simulated annealing and immunization algorithm are introduced into this new method.
This method effectively suppresses the precocious phenomenon and improves the precision of the algorithm. Meanwhile, the overall trend of four curves in figure1 shows that
performance of SAIFLA will be towards to the best with the increase of NoC mapping
size. Figure2 is the power consumption comparison curve using the four methods with the
increase of IP core size. We use the optimization power consumption results of SAFLA as
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standard to make normalization process. From figure2, we can know that power consumption with SAIFLA increases slowly. When IP cores is the biggest, SAIFLA is only 8.25
times than benchmark power consumption, however, power consumption of FLA, SAFLA
and BAT is 13.85, 10.99 and 6.31 times than benchmark power consumption respectively.

Figure 1. Power consumption comparison with three methods.

Figure 2. Power consumption comparison with increase of NoC size.
To further compare the optimization quality and running time, we adopt TGFF software to generate a certain size application feature graph, randomly generated communication bandwidth and delay constraint in the 3 × 3 and 6 × 6 structure for the different
resource size. TGFF will randomly produce six PE application feature graphs denoted
by a,b,c,d,e,f. The number of PE is from 9 to 64. Randomly generated communication
bandwidth and delay constraint are as the input of FLA, SAFLA, BAT and SAIFLA.
Figure3 shows the evolutionary generation. NEG denotes number of evolutionary generation. Note that, with the increasing of problem size, the NEG increases too. However,
our method has the better competitiveness performance.
5. Conclusions. In this paper, we propose a new frog leaping algorithm based on simulated annealing and immunization algorithm to solve low-power mapping problem in
Network-on-chip. The new method adopts the advantages of simulated annealing and
immunization algorithm to improve the initial solutions for frog leaping algorithm. The
experimental results show that the SAIFLA obviously can get optimal results and obtain global optimal solutions than FLA, BAT and SAFLA. And this new method greatly
reduces the power consumption on NoC. In the future, we will study more advanced
intelligence algorithms to perfect low-power mapping in Network-on-chip.
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Figure 3. Evolutionary Generation Number.
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